


Players MUST CHECK-IN at the Starter Tent at their assigned course 10 minutes prior to their tee
time. 
DO NOT go to Tee Pad #1 Groups will be sent to the tee from the starters tent
Electronic scoring is the primary method being used:

pdga.com/score
TCO23 is the code
confirm and submit your score within 30 minutes of finishing your round
paper scorecard are for BACK UP ONLY!
at least 2 players must keep digital score

Players are responsible to know their tee times. https://www.pdga.com/tour/event/64426
Arrive well ahead of time to ensure parking
DO NOT go to tee pad #1
Check -in with the Course Director at the Starter Area
All groups will have a quick Q & A with the Course Director at the Starter Tent. 
Any course information outside of the Caddy Book, will be relayed to the players at this time.
If a player is not present at the tee pad at the start of the round with their assigned group, the
player is considered absent and does not play the hole.
 The absent player receives a score of par + 4 for each hole not played. 

TEE ASSIGNMENTS

HAZARDS & OUT of BOUNDS
There are stakes lining fairways at both courses.  The front of the stake, facing into the fairway, is the
OB line. 
Pay attention to the colour of the tops of the stakes
YELLOW = HAZARD play it as it lies with a stroke penalty
RED = OUT OF BOUNDS standard OB rules apply

SAND TRAPS at Mac Island play as HAZARD
FENCE LINES - the front of the post, facing the fairway is the OB line
PAINTED WHITE LINES - play as out of bounds - the line itself is OB

MANDOS/MANDATORIES
Both course have Mandos & Restricted Areas. Please know the rules of play for both. 
https://www.pdga.com/news/pdga-official-rules-disc-golf-competition-manual-updated-2022
All of the  Mandos have a drop zone. 
NEVER unwind from a Mando! This is not allowed!

BARBED WIRE
2 meters relief is given from all barbed wire. 
There is a barbed wire fence that surrounds the Rose Hill & Copper Ridge property and it plays
as OUT OF BOUNDS. 





Copper Ridge Disc Golf Course is a picturesque 18-hole course located in the heart of
Logan Lake, British Columbia. The course is set in a beautiful park with plenty of trees,
offering a unique and enjoyable disc golf experience for players of all skill levels. This
course has been in the ground and been the host of BC Provincials and Canadians! Pay
attention to those teesigns!
 



Welcome to Copper Ridge hole #1. This one gets
you used to this course's theme pretty quick.

Woods, elevation and an sloped green.  
Pick your line and fire away. 

Good luck on the round ahead.
Uphill shot to get things started.

If you can't see the basket on this one... you're
in good company.   There's a small gap in the

tree line below and it's about 40ft past the
opening.  A birdie here is a reward of a well

placed shot. 

Finally.. a basket you can see of the teepad.
A few guardian trees to content with but

nothing you can't handle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



One of the shortest holes you'll find out here. 
 Green has been a little fast in years past.  

Time to pull that ace out of your sleeve!

Take a moment to appreciate the view when at
the basket!  There is a pretty good slope on the
left hand side if you get caught leaking out that
way. Shot play uphill a fair amount.  Try to stay

up top.. if you can. 

Pick your line on this one!  Get caught up early
and you'll be in trouble here. Basket is downhill

and to the left of the pad.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Where to roll the dice on this?  Take the big
outside line or take the inside gap.   A bit of a
downhill shot. Go long and end up in the base
of a tree.  A fair green that often rewards your

drives with birdies.

I'm tempted to take a jump or two (bike park to
the right)  A bunch of trees guarding the

straight line to the basket on this uphill shot.
Use nature to your advantage here on this

uphill shot.

She may be short story but an elegant one.  A
personal favourite. A slight left to right shot

with a significant slope around circles edge on
the right hand side.  An uphill shot in a

somewhat tight fairway.



Welcome to the back nine.  This uphill, downhill
trend continues on with this one.  A downhill

touch shot with trees on either side of the
fairway along with a big guardian

 tree in the circle. 

The basket may be out of view... but its up
there I promise.  A nice left to right fairway and

a uphill shot here.  Trend... continues. Behind
the basket is some barbwire I'd advise to stay

away from but play your game. 

Hole 12... ah many thoughts are had here.  Lots
of OB; barbwire fence and pond.  The pond OB

will be marked by red plastic stakes.
  This is a well protected green that could

definitely add some unwanted strokes to your
scorecard, maybe its just me... Good luck on

this one!



Take a breather before proceeding to throw. 
 Really.  A good climb leads to a good throw. A

fun green and a good line to hit.

Well you've made it to the top.. mostly.  OB
barbwire fence on the left hand side. 

 Significant downhill slope on the backside of
the basket along with the right hand side. 

 Plenty of foliage to mess up your shot, but my
goodness getting there feels good.

15, Lets start off with a bunch of barbed wire
on the left and deep of the pin.  You'll be safe in
the circle.  Please a reminder, there is no good

entry in the barbed wire zone on this hole. 
 Please inform the TD of any lost discs and we

will try to get them back to you. 
 

Straight shot to the pin... simple, right?



Hey a par 4, wondering where this was hiding. 
 The shot is uphill with a well.. well its an

interesting green.  Perched on a hill with trees
surrounding the pin and a marsh on the long

end of things. 

Back to back another par 4 here.  
Play with the view and attack the ridge!

 
OB is long of the pin and mostly along the ridge

marked by red plastic stakes. 
Definitely a hole where wind can come into

play.

This ends in Copper Ridge style.  
If you were a Venetian seamstress in a past life
then this one's for you.  Weave that line and get
rewarded on this massively downhill shot.  Easy
to get caught up early or pure the gap and carry

100ft long.  Hope you enjoyed your round at
Copper Ridge!


